
DRINKSPECTOR 2 - ONE haNDED uSE
DRINKSPECTOR™: AwARD wINNINg PROTECTION fOR 
TRADITIONAl hIgh ThEfT bOTTlED DRINKS. INNOvATIvE, 
EyE CATChINg AND AlmOST ImPOSSIblE TO REmOvE.
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Drinkspector™ provides unparalleled protection to all bottles that are located in a  
self-service environment. Using it in combination with your existing EAS system (Rf 
or Am), the Drinkspector™ cap provides exceptional protection from theft and in store 
opening.  
 
Drinkspector™ is 100% tamper-proof and cannot be removed by force after installation. 
Utilising a flexible one piece design and through the use of the optional bottle cap (in two 
available size) you can completely prevent the opening of all bottles in store.

Drinkspector™ is a deceivingly simple solution to what is often viewed as complex and 
expensive retail problem. Installation takes but a second and requires only one hand; 
reduction in theft rates is immediate, delivering an instant improvement in the bottom 
line. Dependent upon theft rates ROI can be achieved in as little as 3 months making the 
Drinkspector™ one of the best valued retail theft prevention devices available today.

KEY FEaTuRES: 

Simple ONE piece design providing for 
maximum security and display flexibility
Tamper proof
Repels pull force attacks of up to 100kg
market leading 5 year warranty on locking 
mechanism
Compatible with your existing Rf or Am 
security system



REvOluTION IN EaS - RF alTERNaTINg FIElD TEChNOlOgY 
(aFT) IN TRX aNTENNaS bY ShOPguaRD
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for decades, EAS Rf manufacturers worldwide have been struggling to produce anten-
nas capable of creating homogenous detection fields while increasing detection distance. 
Shopguard’s R&D Team has recently completed the development of a revolutionary new 
technology, Rf AfT.

AfT technology eliminates the weaknesses of currently available Rf detection patterns. It 
creates a basically full rectangular detection field with up to 100% detection on a TRX RF 
antenna.

EXTENDED DISTaNCE bETwEEN aNTENNaS

with Rf AfT a detection range of 90cm (3’) can be achieved on both sides of 
the antenna, or 180cm (6’) between two antennas. And all this even in the worst 
detection position, flat carry, with a 4x4cm disposable (paper) tag. In this way an 
exit of up to 3.60meters (12’) can be covered with one pair of antennas using 
4x4cm disposable labels.

with the use of hard Tags only, distances can be even further increased. Rf AfT 
technology allows for isles of a minimum of 1.10m (3.5’) and 2.20m (7’) in case 
of using (D50mm) hard tags only. This means it can cover exits up to 4.40m wide 
(14’) easily.

a 180cm (6’) wide exit can be secured by using only one TRX alternating Field 
antenna. what does this mean?
  

lower investment cost for customers

Competitive pricing makes it a better choice

Significantly better and more reliable operation

lower number of false alarms


